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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

5.1 Conclusion 

Based on the findings of data, some conclusions the use of the types of 

address system in Gayonese Lut and Deret are staged as the following.  

(1) There were found six types address system in Gayonese Lut, they are Title 

Only (T), Title plus last name (TLN), Special Nick Name/Pet Name (N/P), 

First Name (FN), Last Name (LN), Kinship Terms (K), and another 

finding Title plus First Name. In Gayonese Deret, there were four types 

address system namely Title Only (T), Special Nick Name/Pet Name 

(N/P), First Name (FN), Kinship Terms (K), and another finding Title plus 

First Name. Last Name and Title plus Last name was not found in 

Gayonese Deret because the society only use first name to address 

someone else and it has philosophical value. In another word, not all 

Wardhaugh’s theory work in Gayonese Deret.  

(2) There were six functions both in Gayonese Lut and Deret, they are; Attract 

people attention, Show intimacy, Show politeness, Show power 

differential, Reflect identity.  

(3) The reason of using address system found in Gayonese Lut namely 

Particular Occasion, Social status, Gender, Age, Family Relationship, 

Occupational Hierearchy, Transactional Status, Degree of Intimacy, and 

Race. In Gayonese Deret, there were found eight reaons of people use 

address system, they are Particular Occasion, Social status, Gender, Age, 
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Family Relationship, Occupational Hierearchy, Transactional Status, and 

Degree of Intimacy, race was not found as ther reason of using address 

system in Gayonese Deret.  

5.2 Suggestion 

In line with conclusions given, suggestions are staged as follows 

(1) Both Gayonese Lut and Deret should know the basic rules of the address 

system in their own ethnic, they should apply it in daily communication 

because it is the heritage from ancestor, both of them have their own 

philosophy value in using address system such as in using name, Gayo 

Deret people cannot use Last Name because basically it is not used as 

address system. If society does not know the basic of using address 

system, it can break the value of its address system of Gayonese Lut and 

Deret and it will make the address system dying or extinct. 

(2) Old generation should give the information about the original address 

system to young generation orally by using platform or socialization, 

especially the parents should teach their children to use address system in 

daily communication. It is to keep the heritage from ancestor because the 

firs environment for children is Parents. Right now mostly young 

generation of Gayonese prefers to use modern address system rather than 

their own ethnic.  

(3) Teenagers and Other Researchers 

(a) Teenagers should realize and be proud of their traditional address 

system and apply it in daily communication especially with family 
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members, using modern address system in daily communcation can be 

a threat for traditional address system.  

(b)  It should be done by other researhers to conduct other research in 

more sub regency.  

 


